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President’s Note

Construction Industry
Status and Way forward
“The industry
is seriously
affected in
inflationary
environment
as it’s paid
after work has
been done
which results
in erosion of
its incomes. ..”
Christian Matope
Cifoz President

T

HE Construction Industry is facing
serious challenges of viability as a
result of the macroeconomic environment. This is being compounded by marginalization of local contractors due to stiff
competition from foreigners. The situation
has led to some companies folding, making losses, incurring reduced profitability
and skills flight. The industry position has
been exacerbated by the outbreak of the
Covid-19 pandemic as clients have slowed
down project funding whilst funding the
pandemic in addition to increased operating costs whilst dealing with the pandemic.
This situation calls for members to develop
survival strategies.
This macroeconomic environment development is against the background that
the construction industry has great potential in being used to turnaround the
economy. The construction industry plays
a major role in driving economic growth in
major developed and developing countries
and has a direct impact on world GDP. The
construction industry has great potential of
being an exporter of its services and earn
the much needed foreign currency for Zimbabwe if well supported with the necessary
facilities for them to trade in foreign land
such as government guarantees. Some of
CIFOZ members have ventured in the region but the terrain is very difficult without
the necessary government guarantees.
The industry has also great potential in
employment creation, at peak being able to
employ more than ten percent of the work-

ing population.
Survival strategies
Contractors should embrace joint ventures in dealing with multi nationals/ foreigners, enhancing capability of securing
mega projects and achieving early completion of projects.
Contractors are encouraged to ensure their contracts are properly crafted
with General Conditions clearly indicated
whether Zimbabwe General Conditions of
Contract ZGCC4 or NJPC 2000 or FIDIC
or NEC etc. which will be used in contract
Administration or in the event of dispute. It
is also imperative for members to cite the
NJPC 2000 in their contracts as they are
tailor made to deal with hyper-inflationary
environment we are operating in.
The industry is seriously affected in inflationary environment as it’s paid after
work has been done which results in erosion of its incomes. Members should advocate for advance payment, pre-purchase
of material and short certificate payment
cycle.
The institution has been and will continue organizing seminars on relevant topics
and members are encouraged to attend
so that they are up to speed with developments taking place.
Inflationary environment inevitably calls
for value preservation for member survival.
Every member is carrying the brand
name of CIFOZ which has taken over a century to build and should be professional in
every respect to ensure continuity of the
brand. By being good ambassadors other
members benefit and clients will continue
to engage CIFOZ members on projects.
Support expected from Government
and Relevant Authorities
WE have been engaging and continue to
engage the Government and Relevant Authorities on the following issues;
There is need for unity of purpose by
Government and all Stakeholders to urgently address the economic fundamentals as the Construction Industry has been
greatly affected with some companies folding or at the point of folding.
We are in an era where Government has
shown confidence in our Built Environment
by parceling out the Beitbridge Harare Dualization to locals. This should be the way
the country should proceed in all major
projects. Locals spend their money in the
country whilst foreigners take it to their
countries. However it is imperative that in
all its programmes it should churn out its
project in such a manner that the industry
is capacitated by involving more players
which encourages competition and value
for money to government.
...continued to page 5
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Message from the Chief
Executive Officer

t is a very unsettling time in our
world, and each day brings new
issues that we must address with
urgency and earnestness. As the CEO of
CIFOZ, my foremost priority is to ensure
the safety, health, and wellbeing of our
more than 10,000 construction industry
employees. Construction Industry health
and safety procedures strictly support
each employee’s right to stop work
, or refuse to start work, that places
them or their co-workers at imminent
risk from a serious injury or illness.
As Zimbabwe became more aware of
the coronavirus, Construction Industry
began implementing directives to limit
the potential exposure to COVID-19 and
we continue to follow the Ministry of
Health and Child Care and World Health
Organization (WHO) for control guidance
to maintain a virus-free working
environment.
Some of the steps we have taken
according to the Statutory Instruments
83, 94, 99, 102 and 103 of 2020 published
by the Ministry of Health and Child Care
include;
a)
Staying at home during lockdown
period
b)
Mandatory wearing of protective
masks
c)
Observing the social distancing rule
at the workplace, to avoid physical
contact with each other.
d)
Washing hands with soap and running water frequently, and / or sanitizing hands
e)
Disinfection of work places at least
twice per day.
f)
Temperature
testing
using
non-contact thermometer
g)
Self-quarantine for anyone feeling
ill regardless of symptoms
h)
Work from home policies for individuals who can perform their duties remotely
i)
Weekly COVID-19 informational
updates including self-diagnosis
instructions
The Construction Industry Federation of
Zimbabwe, Safety, Health, Environment,
Risk and Quality (SHERQ) committee
produces a Weekly Industry COVID-19
Newsletter and I want to thank them and
all construction industry employees for
their commitment and solidarity.
As we begin to adjust to a “new normal”
I believe that there are lessons we must
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Martin Chingaira
Chief Executive Officer
learn from this pandemic. Most borders
are closed and its an opportunity for local
industries to produce enough supplies
needed by the economy of Zimbabwe.
CIFOZ is doing whatever it takes to plan
for the most likely COVID-19 scenarios
and will be updating members as more
information is learned about this virus.

In the meantime,
stay alert, control
the virus and
save lives.

OUR GOAL IS
TO PROMOTE
PREPAREDNESS
AND ERASE
POTENTIAL
PANIC.

The Construction Industry Federation
Of Zimbabwe (CIFOZ) was formed in
1915 for the purpose of representing
Construction Contractors in the field of
Building, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Sub contractors, Specialist Services
Contractors, Suppliers of Building
Materials, Suppliers and Hirers of Earth
Moving Equipment.
CIFOZ is a member of the following
Associations;
1.
African Federation for Construction

President’s Note...continued from page 2
We implore the Relevant Authorities
to prioritize giving locals all projects that
does not need special skill to locals. Where
specialized skill is sought the foreign organisation hired should be made to engage
locals to understudy so as to impart knowledge for long term maintenance or future
projects. Favorable conditions should be
put in place for local contractors to participate. Big projects can be parceled into
smaller projects and involve more players
if need be thereby reducing the risks. It is
disheartening to see foreigners come and
lay brick walls whereas this does not require any special skill.
Government and Construction Industry need to work hand in hand when major projects are being mooted so that local
participation will be clearly laid out and
also that the country will benefit more from
the projects.
Whilst most Built Environment players
have Acts that regulate them, Construction Contractors do not have such. This
calls for the speedy enactment of the Construction Industry Contractor’s Bill which
will regulate the contractors in the built
environment. We are very encouraged by
the recent momentum of speeding up the
process.
Project financing is one difficulty that
the industry is facing which needs the creation of infrastructural bank for this purpose or mandating the Infrastructural Development Bank of Zimbabwe to play this
role. We will continue engaging the Relevant Authorities for the creation of such a
bank.
Given that our industry is capital intensive we will continue engaging the Ministry

of Finance and Economic Development together with Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe to
prioritize allocation of foreign currency for
equipment procurement.
We will continue to engage ZIMRA on
reduction of duty on construction materials for the construction industry to be
competitive, than giving favorable duties to
foreigners at the expense of locals and realignment of ZIMRA act so that contractors
pay VAT upon payment by Client.
The Construction Industry needs to
continue embracing affordable design concepts, sustainable designs and the principles of green buildings on all projects. To
achieve this there is also urgent need for
the recrafting of the building by laws by the
Relevant Authorities so that they embrace
new technologies that are cheap, simple
and fast to build whilst not compromising
quality.
We also implore the Relevant Authorities to ensure that the Construction Industry is not left out when financial packages
are being structured for other industries, a
case in point restructuring to assist companies that are reeling under Covid-19.
Clients
The Construction Industry has seen the
rise of unregistered contractors. We continue to conscientise clients on the need for
them to ensure that they engage registered
contractors to avoid expense that comes
with the use of unregistered contractors.
Training
Due to the low activity in the construction as a result of the economic environment, the country has lost a number of
skilled workforce leaving for diaspora.
There is also lack of uptake of construction

courses by the new generation. Members
need to take advantage of synergies that
the association is creating with vocational training schools, polytechnics and universities to train their employees so that
quality will not be compromised. The Association has also created a working relationship with PRAZ in creating awareness
in procurement regulations which every
member needs to embrace and attend.
The Association will be partnering relevant
institutions so as to create awareness to
encourage new generation to take up construction related courses.
Stakeholders
The industry greatly appreciate the sterling effort by some Insurance organizations
who came to the aid of the industry by
provision of bonds/ guarantees at affordable rates. We will continue to lobby other
stakeholders such as the banks to follow
suit as some of their requirements are accommodative.
Suppliers
Construction Industry Suppliers need
to ensure that their products are competitively priced for them not to lose out whilst
contractors embrace global procurement
as they are faced with stiff competition
from the international contractors.
Members in the Built Environment need
to remember that the construction industry
is the first to be affected by economic problems and the last to fully recover, therefore
we need to always keep abreast with what
is happening to avoid serious losses.
Finally we need to continue embracing
what we are being taught by our medical
experts and the government as we navigate this period of Covid-19 pandemic.

Message from
the Chief
Executive
Officer...contd

ment
Business Models
Plant Indices
Safety, Health, Environment, Risk
and Quality (SHERQ)
7.
Specialist Services
8.
Women In Construction
9.
Plant Hire
10. Economics and Research
11. Regional Committees
Members of the Federation are
encouraged to share issues affecting
the Construction Industry with the
Management Committee and Secretariat
in order to lobby Government and Local
Authorities.
Awareness on Construction Industry
Contract Documents;
Some of the contract documents
available for use are shown below;
1.
NJPC 2000 -Building Contract
2.
NJPC 2000 -Building Direct Contract
3.
NJPC 2000 -Building Sub-Contract
4.
NJPC 2000 -Building Nominated
Sub-Contract
5.
General Conditions of Contract and
Forms of Tender (ZGCC4)
6.
FIDIC
7.
JBCC

8.

Contractors Association (AFCCA)
Head Quartered in Cairo, Egypt.
2.
Zimbabwe Construction Industry
Association (ZCIA)
3.
Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries (CZI)
4.
Employers Confederation of Zimbabwe (EMCOZ)
5.
Standard Association of Zimbabwe
(SAZ)
The growth of the Federation is
determined by its members through their
participation in the standing committees
shown below;
1.
Membership and Disciplinary
2.
Public Relations
3.
Manpower, Training and Develop-

4.
5.
6.

NEC
3,
Nominated/Selected
Sub-Contractor Agreement, etc
Some contract documents require
contractors to appoint an adjudicator or
arbitrator before signing the contract
document. Most contractors rush to sign
before reading and understanding the
contract document and later affect the
contract value. In addition, contractors
are urged to use the correct construction
contract documents to avoid unnecessary
costs.
In summary
Members in the construction industry
should work together and use their
individual associations to lobby issues
affecting the built environment through
Zimbabwe
Construction
Industry
Association, an association which
incorporates, Institute of Architects of
Zimbabwe (IAZ), Zimbabwe Institute of
Quantity Surveyors (ZIQS), Zimbabwe
Institute of Geomatics (ZIG), Real Estate
Institute of Zimbabwe (REIZ), Zimbabwe
Association of Consulting Engineers
(ZACE) Zimbabwe Building Contractors
Association (ZBCA) and Construction
Industry Federation of Zimbabwe (CIFOZ).
Stay safe
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Construction projects
get preference in
Covid 19 response
By Nelson Gahadza

A

...government has been
“pressuring the
companies to
go on-site without engineering
designs and
paying contractual deposits”
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S the global corona virus continue
to ravage economies worldwide,
Zimbabwe’s government found it
prudent to prioritize selected construction projects which are vital to economic
sustenance.
In an economic mitigatory measures
to contain the impact of corona virus 2019
(Covid-19, Treasury, through Finance
Minister Mthuli Ncube, redirected capital
expenditure allocations under the 2020
National Budget towards health related
expenditures including water supply and
sanitation programmes, aided by prioritized projects.
“Government will continue implementation of selected priority programmes
and projects to sustain the economy and
these include roads and dam construction, irrigation and water and sanitation
projects,” Ncube said.
He said the two percent Intermediated
Money Transfer Tax (IMTT) which is currently ring-fenced for social protection
and capital development projects, will ordinarily be channelled towards COVID-19
related mitigatory expenditures.
“A large part of the above resources
will be required in form of foreign currency. Treasury is, therefore, working
closely with the Central Bank in mobilising the requisite resources from all possible sources,” he said.
According to Ncube, the demand and
supply shocks all spell economic doom
for the economy and this calls for a mixture of temporary short term relief meas-

ures covering at least three months.
“The measures should also balance
the required support to productive sectors and the necessity for enhancing revenue to meet the various requirements
during these difficult times,” he said.
The Finance Minister in January 2020,
brought some relief to five contractors on
the Harare-Beitbridge highway and the
motoring public after committing “five
percent of fuel excise duty” for the rehabilitation of the road.
“The shift towards Ad Valorem rates
has substantially increased revenue
generating capacity of fuel excise taxes.
There is, thus, scope to earmark part of
the taxes on fuel for road infrastructure
development.
“I, therefore, propose to ring-fence five
percent of excise duty revenue collected
on fuel towards the construction and rehabilitation of Beitbridge-HarareChirundu highway,” Ncube said, adding that the
measure is effective from January 01,
2020.
The five companies contracted by government to undertake roadworks are
Masimba Holdings, Tensor Systems, Fossil Contractors, Exodus & Company and
Bitumen World. The five were each allocated minimum 20km stretches.
“Government has undertaken to fund
from internally generated resources
hence it is, therefore, critical to secure
additional resources for the Beitbridge
Harare-Chirundu highway, which facilitates the movement of goods along the
North-South Corridor,” he said.
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Who is CIFOZ?

tors, Water Bowsers, Vibrator Porkers, Backhoe loaders, Concrete Mixers, Tar Sprayers, etc)

T

he Construction Industry Federation
of Zimbabwe (CIFOZ) is a Non-Profit
Construction Contractors Association formed in 1915. The Federation has
registered most Professional Members
and / or Companies in a diversity of the
following trades;
1) BUILDING CONTRACTORS FROM
CATEGORY H to A
(Professionals in Building of high rise
office blocks and flats, warehouses,
factories, housing, schools, hospitals,
universities, etc)
2) CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
FROM CATEGORY H to A
(Professionals in Construction of
roads, dams, soccer fields, airports,
tunnels, mining, surface paving, etc)
3) SPECIALIST SERVICES / SUB CONTRACTORS
(These are contractors who add value to the structures, eg; Electrical,
Plumbers, Joinery & Shopfitters,
Acoustic Engineering Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Engineers, Structural Engineers, Fire Protection & Sprinkler
Engineers, etc)
4) SUPPLIERS AND HIRERS OF EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT
(eg; Graders, Dump Trucks, Tractors,
Tippers, Front End Loaders, Excava-
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5) ASSOCIATE / SUPPLIERS OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
(Manufacturers and Retailers of construction materials, eg; Cement,
Bricks, Quarry Stones, Doors, Ceiling, Electrical material, Paint, Tiles,
Window glasses, Granite stones, other building hardware materials, etc)

e) Foreign Currency Generation
f) Employment Creation
CIFOZ will strive to be a High Profile, National Organization Representative of the
Professionals in the Built Environment.
Registration is open to all companies (including SMEs) in the built environment
who are not part of this vibrant Association.

All Stakeholders including Government,
Local Authorities, Universities, Mines,
Embassies, Banks, Government Departments, Farmers, Non-Profit Organizations, individuals, etc should use CIFOZ
members because the Federation will be
your fall back. The Federation employs
inspectors who monitor performance /
workmanship of members.
The Construction Industry Federation of
Zimbabwe (CIFOZ) would like to remind
the Nation that the economic growth
and development of any economy is buttressed by the economic policy measures
that are adopted by Government and supported by all stakeholders. The role of the
Construction Industry is there clearly pivotal as follows;
a) Economic Barometer of any Economy
b) Economic Regulator-Particularly National Demands and Activity in Inflation Control
c) Cultural upbringing – Rural Electrification and Modernization of the Environs of the General Populace
d) Prime Leader in “Optimal Utilization
of Local Materials” Engineering for
Growth

THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FEDERATION OF ZIMBABWE
FOUNDER MEMBERS
THE FEDERATION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
THE ZIMBABWE MASTER BUILDERS & ALLIED
TRADES ASSOCIATION

CONQUENAR HOUSE
256 SAMORA MACHEL EAST
EASTLEA, HARARE
HARARE, ZIMBABWE
TEL: +263 242 746905, 746661
CELL: +263 772 210 215
E-MAIL: martinchingaira@cifoz.co.zw
infor@cifozzim.co.zw
www.cifoz.co.zw
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Construction industry
handicapped by the
state of the economy

By John Robertson

A

LL investments that would justify
the planning and construction of industrial, commercial or residential
buildings, or involve civil engineering for
central or local government infrastructural projects, have to come with a view
that good prospects will make the investments worthwhile. In Zimbabwe today,
most of us would hesitate to claim that
prospects are that good.
All the time, we seem to be discussing
what would have to change to make the
outlook more encouraging. What do we
have to do to turn the debates into actual
changes?

We are all living under this discouraging investment umbrella, but too many of
the debates identify effects, rather than
causes. Of course, the effects hit us the
hardest, so we can’t help talking about
them. Whether it is fuel shortages, cash
shortages, foreign currency shortages, or
even job shortages, these are all effects
of getting other things badly wrong.
These scarcities have been caused
by the extensive damage done to Zimbabwe’s productive capacity in the past
decades. When productive capacity was
growing, architects and engineers were
busy designing new factory buildings,
new processing plants for mining companies and even new suburbs, while build-

ing and construction companies were
tendering for the steady stream of contracts to turn these plans into productive
national assets. Civil engineering companies were building dams and roads,
railway engineers were adding to the rail
sidings in industrial sites and electrical
engineers were electrifying parts of our
rail network, or maintaining the efficiency
of our power stations.
Starting in the 1980s, the causes of the
problems affecting us today started to develop. Manufacturing investment was discouraged by price controls, higher minimum wages, tough labour laws and very
demanding conditions that had to be met
to get project approvals. In that ten-year
...continued to page 12
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...continued from page 10

Construction industry handicapped
by the state of the economy

period, very few new factories
were built. The IMF Structural
Adjustment Program in the
early 1990s resulted in import
licenses being more easily obtained by retailers, who sidelined local producers, stocked
up with imports and further
discouraged new manufacturing investment. However, of
importance to the construction sector, retailers were very
pleased to be able to stock
up with imports and whole
new shopping centres, such
as Westgate in Harare, were
built to accommodate the new
shops.
Land Reform and farm closures then caused the loss of
manufacturing inputs, forcing a number of factories to
close and making the population dependent on imports of
the things the factories used
to make. Much lower agricultural production forced us
all to become dependent on
imported food as well, so the
country was drained of foreign
reserves.
However, work done in better times, combined with the
determination of a few people,
helped the country to attract
from abroad the capital needed to start platinum mining.
As the country could not
settle its foreign debts, it soon
disqualified itself from receiving any financial assistance
from the entire world’s financial institutions. This, plus

the damage done to our own
earning capacity and the rising inflation rates, prevented
maintenance from being properly funded for the National
Railways, the roads and the
power stations. Municipal
revenues were so badly af-

lar, but we then undermined
the stability of the US dollar
in Zimbabwe by creating billions of RTGS dollars that have
questionable intrinsic value.
This is because they did not
arise from productive activity,
but from the creation of debt

fected that urban roads, water treatment works, streetlights and traffic lights could
not be maintained. Together,
these damaged efficiency levels, added to production and
service costs and made every
sector less competitive.
These problems caused hyperinflation, the destruction
of the Zimbabwe dollar and
the need to adopt the US dol-

instruments, which duplicated
the money government borrowed from banks and pension funds.
Of special importance to
the construction industry, the
savings that might have been
invested in buildings and development contracts were
wiped out. That happened first
in the Zimbabwe dollar days
and it is happening again with
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the collapse of the RTGS dollar values. A high proportion
of Zimbabwe’s savings is now
tied up in Treasury Bills and
bonds, but when these mature, the lenders will be repaid
a fraction of the amount they
lent to government.
As Zimbabweans are being stripped of their savings
once again, our hopes of seeing investment now depend on
funds arriving from abroad.
However, we cannot hope to
borrow this money. Nobody
will trust us to repay new
loans, so we now face a major
challenge: how can we encourage other people to bring
their savings to Zimbabwe? In
other words, how can we turn
Zimbabwe into a world-class
investment destination?
With badly depleted savings
of our own, we have no option but to attract the savings
of others. As we keep telling
ourselves, the country’s potential is enormous and we
are always pleased to hear
foreign investors agree with
that sentiment. However, Zimbabwe suffers from a major
trust deficit. This is because,
ever since independence, the
authorities have displayed a
serious level of disrespect for
property rights.
From the decisions to remove and redistribute foreign currency allocations and
import licenses in the early
1980s to the dispossessions

that came with Land Reform, and from
decisions to raid foreign currency bank
balances to the hand-over of shares required by the indigenisation policy, and
more recently, from the demands that
major mining companies surrender half
their mineral claims, these policies have
persuaded foreign investors to make no
investment commitments to Zimbabwe.
That is, unless and until things change.

Zimbabwe should be welcoming new
investors, but to make them want to come
we need to make the right changes happen. Trust is earned, and we must earn it
by placing demands on government that

we become trustworthy. We could start by
making official declarations to that effect
and by backing our promises with additional clauses and appropriate amendments to our constitution.
These constitutional changes must
provide for ownership rights so that investors are provided with the needed security of tenure and so that business assets will gain the needed collateral value.
The absence of these two essentials has
impoverished the country, so their restoration is an absolute requirement.
The construction industry was an early
casualty of the destruction of savings.
The results of this extremely damaging
process included the forced closure of
the majority of registered building companies and the rapid fall in employment.
The construction industry used to employ
fifty thousand people, but now the total
is below twenty thousand. That means
that thirty thousand trained construction
workers are available to carry out building work on informal housing projects, as
well as alterations and maintenance jobs,
all of which would certainly have been
picked up by registered companies if conditions had remained normal.
Housing construction, the most active
division of the industry today, is run almost entirely by informal groups. These
have certainly helped to sustain the thousands of participants, all of whom lacked
the option of formal employment, but now
the sector’s players lack accountability,
they often sideline building regulations,

use devious means to satisfy building
inspectors and have little inclination to
observe town planning regulations, or
to provide properly for services or servitudes.
If Zimbabwe were successful in recovering the trust of investors, the formal
construction industry would be among the
first to feel the advantages. As tenders for
major projects would be acceptable only
from registered construction firms, the
sector would be rapidly re-established as
a formalised industry and the previously
important relationships between construction firms and architects, engineers,
quantity surveyors and building material
manufacturers would also be restored.
More trust would be achieved by removing unnecessary handicaps. We
should abolish all the licenses and permits that every company has to apply for,
and pay for, to get into business, unless
they can be shown to be of assistance to
the productive process.
The result of restoring trust would
be investment inflows as well as credit
lines that would all be relying on turning
Zimbabwe’s considerable potential into
actual revenues, incomes, employment
and profits. All of these would generate
yet more investment opportunities and,
having settled its debts and rebuilt the
foundation needed to support a sound local currency as well as rising standards
of living, they would restore the country’s
ability to command the trust and respect
of the international market place.
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Road construction
remains high priority
By Nelson Gahadza

R

OAD construction across the country
has continued in earnest despite the
ravaging corona virus which has impacted several projects and businesses.
This comes as government has intensified construction of major highways to improve the movement of goods and services
countrywide, with construction works already underway on various major roads.
Transport and Infrastructural Development minister Joel Biggie Matiza said
the construction of roads was in line with
Vision 2030, which seeks to transform
Zimbabwe into an upper-middle income
economy in the next 11 years and boosting
regional connectivity.
“One of the highways that has been
given priority by government is the Harare-Beitbridge Highway and the BeitbridgeBulawayo-Victoria Falls Highway,” he said.
He said the Beitbridge-Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Highway road links travellers with
the country’s busiest border post and the
tourist destination of Victoria Falls, which
is one of the Seven Wonders of the World.
“We are moving with speed to dualise
our major highways that will give us quick
returns as a country,” he said.
With regards to the dualisation of the
Harare-Beitbridge Highway, Matiza said
government is still going it alone using local resources.
Government assigned five contractors
to undertake roadworks on the Beitbridge-
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Joel Biggie Matiza
Harare-Chirundu highway and released
$150 million for the project.
These are Tensor Systems, Masimba
Construction, Fossil Contractors, Exodus
and Company and Bitumen World and
each was allocated 20-kilometre stretches, with room for expansion to 100 kilometers depending on their performance.
“The first 10 kilometres in Beatrice was
completed and commissioned and the other 10 kilometres are under construction in
Chivhu. Another 10-kilometre stretch has
also been opened in Masvingo,” said Matiza.
The first section of the road covers
Mashonaland East Province, and Tensor
Systems will undertake the rehabilitation
works while Masimba Construction is re-

sponsible for road works on the section
covering the Midlands Province.
According to Matiza, two contractors
were assigned to work on the Masvingo
Province section, with Fossil Contractors
responsible for the Masvingo-Chatsworth
stretch while Exodus and Company will
take care of the Masvingo-Maringire areas.
Bitumen World will be responsible for
Matabeleland South Province (the Bubi
area).
The Beitbridge-Harare-Chirundu highway project consists of phased dualisation,
rehabilitation and widening of the existing
road from the current seven metres width
to Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission (SATTC) standard of
12,5 metres width.
He noted that through funds from the
Zimbabwe National Roads Administration
(Zinara) and other partners, Government
was keen to refurbish all roads to meet
world-class standards.
In January, Government also granted
national project status to the development
of Kanyemba in Mbire District, Mashonaland Central Province, in line with its quest
for town status in the next five years.
Kanyemba is a vast swathe of land in
the northernmost part of Zimbabwe along
the Zambezi River on the border with Zambia and Mozambique and is famed for being at the confluence of Zambezi and two
major rivers — Luangwa in Zambia and
Mwanzamutanda in Zimbabwe.
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ZSE listed property counters sneeze in 2019
Staff Writer

Z

IMBABWE Stock Exchange (ZSE) listed
property counters says low demand
for real estate space, properties and
revenue in 2019 was a result of reduced
capacity utilisation, foreign currency shortages and declining disposable incomes.
In their financial results for the year
to December 31, 2019 and trading update
for the first quarter of the year, property
linked counters such a Turnall Holdings
Limited (Turnall), First Mutual Properties (FMP) Willdale, Mashonaland Holding
(Mash holdings) and Lafarge said occupancy levels had declined and had to rely
on regional operations or align products to
the changing economic environment to improve earnings.
Turnall said its turnover decreased 11
percent to $231,6 million in the year to December 31, 2019 due to depressed demand
as inflation increased during the year.
“Despite slightly improved demand in
the second half, the group was constrained
by unavailability of foreign currency for the
importation of raw materials, high power
outages and shortages,” Rita Likukuma,
Turnall’s chairperson said.
Likukuma noted that although the listed

firm increased its market coverage to include Mozambique and South Africa, it only
exported to Zambia.
Mash Holdings said reduced capacity
utilisation across the economy, the coronavirus-induced lockdown, and a decline in
purchasing power continue to put pressure
on demand for real estate space.
“Rent reviews are becoming more difficult as the tenants’ rent paying capacity
continues to erode. The national lockdown,
while necessary, has had an impact on tenants’ beneficial occupation, putting pressure on collection and space absorption,”
the company said in a trading update.
The firm said rental income increased
by 44 percent to $20,1 million during the
first quarter ended March 31, 2020 attributable to a positive impact of rent reviews
during the quarter.
The group was reviewing rentals on a
quarterly basis in an attempt to salvage
value.
Willdale says it saw a 62 percent decline
in sales volumes during the first quarter
of 2020 due to declining demand and the
coronavirus-induced disturbances.
“Sales volumes in the quarter were…
below prior year as a result of declining
effective demand and the effects of the

Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown,” the Zimbabwe Stock Exchangelisted brickmaker said in a trading update.
Willdale added that the Covid-19-induced lockdown affected the level of production and activity in the brick and mortar industry with “several projects” having
been shelved.
FMP said it will align its products with
the changing requirements of the market
to survive current and future uncertainties.
“In the short term the focus is on driving rental growth, managing operating and
maintenance costs, all to ensure the going
concern and sustainability of the property
portfolio… with changing local and global
and real estate trends, the group will target investment opportunities in non-traditional real estate asset classes and provide
property services to third parties to further
diversify income streams,” Elisha Moyo,
FMP’s board chairman said.
“In addition, in light of the changing socio-economic environment, the group will
also focus on developing new products and
tailoring existing stock to the changing requirements,” he added.
ZPI said the sector’s fundamentals remained weak during the first half of the
year.
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Willdale optimistic on new
housing construction projects

W

ILLDALE Limited is a key player of the construction sector. The company manufactures bricks which are a key component to housing projects. In March this year, the company completed its annual shut down program and started commissioning various sections of the plant in pursuit of this year’s production targets. The company has also over the
years lined up plans to upgrade its factory. However, funding has been a challenge. Our reporter Nelson Gahadza (NG), spoke
to Nyasha Matonda (NM), the company’s chief executive, to find out more. Below are the excerpts of the interview:

NG: What has been the major threat
to your operations in the current year?
NM: The biggest issue has been inflation which continue to erode the disposable incomes and we see individual home
developers struggling to continue with
their housing projects besides increasing
our cost of production. But we also see a
scenario where the developers want to
bring value to their brick and motor, and
we see this working to our favour. However, profitability in historical terms for
the five months of our financial year (Oct
to Feb) has grown above the inflation rate
due to an effective pricing mechanism
and cost containment measures. Sales
volumes are 10 percent above prior year.
The large finished stock carry over from
the prior year has given us competitive
advantage during this rainy season. We
will continue to focus on cost management and optimal pricing to protect margins in the face of rising inflation and we
anticipate profitability to sustain in the
current financial year.
NG: Update on plant expansion following your visit to China to search for
new technology?
NM: We have identified the plant we
want in Europe that suits the kind of environmentally friendly production. However, what is missing is the financing
mechanisms which has delayed the project. We have now devised other innovative ways on how we can continue to use
the current plant, improving on quality
and quantity. But we will continue looking
for funding to ensure that we secure the
new plant that will enable us to produce
even during the wet periods.
NG: Approximately, how much are you
looking to invest in the new plant?
NM: We are looking at something between US$5 million to $10 million. We remain keen to improve plant capacity. Suitable improvements to the plant have been
identified and will be undertaken subject
to availability of funding.
NG: Do you have foreign currency
needs considering bulk of your raw materials are locally available?
NM: The foreign currency situation
has had adverse impact on our operations considering that bulk of spares and
equipment are imported. So it has remained a challenge to raise the capital in
foreign currency to ensure that we import
the essential components. We have also
been working to find ways on import sub-
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stitution. We have some local companies
that have been coming on board to secure the spares that we would need, but
there still will be a challenge as some of
the equipment we receive are not of good
quality.
NG: The issue of power, how has it impacted operations?
NM: Power remains an issue, but fortunately we have a dedicated line that has
been very positive except for minimal load
shedding. We are just coming from the off
season and we are just starting our production and we expect the availability of
power to continue. We have started commissioning various sections of our plant
in pursuit of this year’s production targets. We expect to surpass our production targets for the year subject to availability of adequate electric power, diesel
fuel, and imported spares and materials.
We will continue to leverage on available
cash resource to forward purchase critical raw materials and spares in order to
maintain high production efficiencies and
boost our competitiveness.
NG: What is your current share of the
market?
NM: We have not done an analysis as
yet, but what we are seeing, looking at
our volumes going up, we strongly believe
that market share is growing because we
have strategic projects that we are running. Additionally, the company continues
to receive enquiries for bricks for various
infrastructure around the country. Some
of the projects have commenced, including an infrastructure upgrade project
in Matabeleland North, cluster housing

development and university dwellings expansion in Harare and the Midlands. We
expect demand to remain relatively high
and this will impact on our market share.
NG: Would you explain how your integrated management system (IMS) will
improve operations?
NM: We have embarked on an ambitious program to attain certification in
certain IMS systems. This will improve
productivity, competitiveness and risk
management and our profile as an environmentally friendly producer. We expect
to be certified before the end of financial
year.
NG: Have you expanded your transport logistics company?
NM: We are still maintaining the current fleet. You will find out that there are
a number of players who have come on
board the transporting business. They
have trucks with the same mechanisms
that we have and we are happy there are
trucks that have complicated our business, moving our bricks all over the country.
NG: Are you still comfortable with
land deposits held currently and what
are you doing in terms of sustainable
mining?
NM: Clay deposits we are still comfortable. We are rehabilitating some of
the pits where we can access them, especially those that are here. We have a
rehabilitation programme which we work
closely with the Environmental Management Agency (EMA). They come here on a
quarterly basis to asses our program and
find that we are doing well.
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UK based think tank paints
gloomy picture for Zim’s
construction industry
Nelson Gahadza
Staff Writer

A

UNITED Kingdom-based investment
think-tank, BMI Research, has said
lack of access to financing and weak
private sector interest will remain a significant barrier to Zimbabwe’s construction industry growth.
In its latest Zimbabwe Infrastructure
Report, the Research Company said while
government is investing in infrastructure
development in order to support job creation, lack of capacity will hinder growth.
“As a result, the short-term outlook
for the construction market is poor, with
overall industry value expected to decline,” it noted.
Zimbabwe’s economy has largely remained mired in recession as weak economic fundamentals persist.
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The research company however noted
that there is some upside potential stemming from the growing Asian giant’s involvement in the energy and transport
sectors.
“Continued Chinese involvement in

the Zimbabwean construction sector will
keep industry growth in positive territory
over the coming years, but political risk
and limited fiscal headspace will continue
to constrain wider expansion,” BMI noted.
In 2018, the UK based think tank projected that the country’s infrastructure
and construction industry would grow at
a consistent rate of 4,3 percent beginning
that year until 2026, while the sector will
remain one of the smallest in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).
The growth estimates by BMI Research
were in sync with projections by the Infrastructure Development Bank of Zimbabwe
(IDBZ) that the southern African country
invested only US$2 billion in construction
projects between 2009 and 2016.
IDBZ further forecasts that Zimbabwe will require US$26 billion in fresh
investment capital over the next decade
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UK based think tank paints gloomy picture...continued from Page 20
to bridge its infrastructural development
deficit.
The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe last
year established a $50 million construction industry finance facility, meant for retooling and working capital requirements
to be disbursed through banks at 10 percent interest rate.
But, industry experts are of the view
that the industry was grappling with underlying productivity, profitability, performance and sustainability challenges
hence the $50 million facility from the
central bank was not enough.
There are low barriers of entry in the
construction industry due to the absence
of industry regulations, a situation which
created a saturated market place with
heavy competition, especially from foreign
companies. Government has been slow in
pushing through new legislation to regulate players in the sector.
The proposed law was expected to provide for the establishment of a Construction Industry Council, which would regulate contractors. While this seeks to protect the public from substandard products
and workmanship, it will also control the
influx of foreign players into the country’s
construction sector.
Consequently, this has resulted in
shrinking profit margins and has constrained re-investment in new technology
and better business practices. Construction companies have found themselves
trapped between shrinking profit margins and stagnant production, meaning

Facebook Aluminium systems.
Twitter @Apartitioning
Instagram Aluminium systems

that companies in the sector are unable
to generate necessary profit to invest in
critical new technologies and processes.
There is also a crunch in skill trades,
due to worsening macro-economic situation in the country, which has driven many
skilled craftsmen to leave the industry,
never to return.

At its peak in mid 1990s, the country’s
construction industry, used to employ
more than 50 000 people, but figures have
plummeted to less than 10 000.
Government provided over 70 percent
of construction work in the country, but
has been struggling to provide enough
funding for the sector.

210 Gravesend Road, Willowvale, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Cell: 0771504113, 0787045548, 0773513994.
E-mail: sales1@aluminiumsystems.co.zw.
Website: www.aluminiumsystems.co.zw
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Pension funds key to reignite
Zimbabwe’s infrastructure
development
By Tapiwanashe Mangwiro, Economist

W

ITHOUT sound infrastructure development such as roads, rail,
ports and energy and social infrastructure development the country
stands little chance of jumpstarting the
economy.
For asset owners such as pension
funds, which have assets of over Z$10
billion under management, infrastructure development offers an attractive
investment option. It satisfies a market
demand, offers strong and predictable returns over time, risk can be mitigated in
various ways, and it provides a way for investors to meet important environmental,
social and governance issues and impactinvesting goals.
With the provision of much-needed
infrastructure Zimbabwe’s prospects for
economic growth and social development
are also boosted. Things are more likely
to work as traffic can flow, students can
be educated, the lights can remain on,
and business will be done.
Infrastructure development makes up
a big part of pension funds’ investment
strategies but it is the diversity in the type
of infrastructure that needs to be looked
at if we are to move forward as a nation.
Another problem is that smaller funds
face greater barriers to entry than larger
ones.
The money is there in the system but
the question is on how the funds can unlock the potential that lies in infrastructure development. The answer lies in collaborative action, involving pension funds,
asset consultants and international players.
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With the country in electricity generation and on a solar power station tender
awarding spree, the pension funds can
look to tap into the renewable energy
space and get better returns.
A feasible return on infrastructure equity investment will be about 10-14 percent in USD terms, depending on factors
such as gearing and risk. What’s especially attractive about such returns is that
they tend to be dependable and predictable over the long term in annuity income
that can be relied upon to materialise. The
cash flows from these investments are
also a better match for the liabilities of
a pension fund, because
they are long-dated and
inflation sensitive.
In financing a tollgate one could thus accurately calculate the
traffic it will bear and
calculate income from
toll fees and concessions over a set period.
An investment in student
accommodation
could similarly provide
accurate returns based
on fixed numbers of occupants and the rentals
they will pay. Renewable energy producers could sell power to
ZETDC on a take-or-pay

basis, at a known tariff.
Pension funds need to invest responsibly on behalf of their members, and must
generate sufficient returns to allow them
to live comfortably post-retirement. This
is why pension funds are tightly regulated, so that they can safely fulfil their
mandate in perpetuity.
Also, the southern African nation desperately needs infrastructure investment.
One need only look at our potholed roads,
crumbling schools and ill-equipped hospitals, innumerable informal settlements,
students without a roof over their heads
and the dire energy situation, to appreciate that. The economy is on a downfall,
and our population continues to be ever
more unequal, if the status quo remains.
We don’t have the luxuries of time and
bottomless government or private equity
funding to build all the things the country needs immediately. What we do have
are retirement funds that are cash rich,
equipped with great investment expertise
not to mention institutionalised trustee
responsibility. Pension funds are also in
a position to make safe, profitable investments that will benefit us all in the longer
term.
Above all, infrastructure development
is at the epicentre of the government’s
agenda for inclusive economic growth
and job creation as alluded by treasury
chief Mthuli Ncube in his 2021-2025 development plan.
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